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ABSTRACT

A model of development of recrystallization texture has been proposed based on physical processes observed
during nucleation and growth of grains. In this model the nucleation is driven by energies stored in various
texture ccmfxmenu. The assmption is made that there exim a specific relafiomhip between the place the
nudeatien stare and the orientation of the nucleL The grain growth modelling is determined by the grain
boundary energy and is related to assumptions that certain orientations of grain are favoured during the grain
growth.
The model is used to simulate the texture development in low-cadxm steel and often in addition to textural
information the prediction of the kinetics of nucleation and grain growth illnsuatin$ the fundamental aspects of
grain topology in the deformed and annealed metah which at the same time are general enough to allow to
introduce in the future more readistic assumptions for nucleatiou and grain growth processes.
MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION
This texture model is intlired by the Monte-Carlo simulation of the grain growth proposed and used by
Anderson and others [1-3] and is based on a !imilar two-dimenmal matrix de:ription of the microstmcture.
Acconiingly, the micromucture is describ by a matrix; each element of this matrix is called a site and
represents a small area of the microstmcture. Orientation of the site is given by a spin, which takes integer
values cording to various texture ccmpments. Neighbouring sites with the same
belong to the same
grain. Each grain is therefore characterized by its size, obtained by counting the number of sites within it, and

To simulate texture development several steps are taken; first of which is the generation of the deformed
micromucture. The next step is the detenninatiou of the distribution of energy stored in this microstructure.
The knowledge of this disuilmtion allows for the determination of the nucleation sites. The nuclei grow until
they reawh a critical size, at which time different rates governing the growth stage are introduced.
We will now illustrate various stages of texture development using the example of low- carbon steel.

TEXTURE OF THE DEFORMED MEFAL
Having introduced a general principle used by us to define the microstmcture, we need to describe how the
structure and texture of deformed metal is introduced into the model. The microstmcture should contain the
information about the main features of deformed metals; among them are the degree of cold roiling, the grain
size, the grain shape and the texture.
The rolling type of microstmcture is obtained by defonning the isotropic grain shape, so that the grain shape
changes follow the macroscopic change in the shape of the specimen. It is also assumed that the misorientation
between subgmim belonging to the same grain is related to the degree of defommfion. Such misorientadon is
obtained from known experimental data. Texture is introduced in a form of a fmite set of orientations, such
that for instance, orientation represents cue ideal texture, orientation 2 represents another texture and so forth.
This reprmentafion is illustrated in Table for low-carbon steel. Since normally the texture is represented by
a continuous function (ODF), the discrete representation implies a loss of information and was adopted to
simplify the computer calculation. Each ideal orientation is split into several orientations to simulate the
observed spread of grain orientation around ideal texture.
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TEXTURE DEVELOPMENT DURING NUCLEATION STAGE
Stored energy of deformation is related to grain orientation and it is generally agreed that the nucleation
process takes place in that area of the deformed metal where the highest energy is stored. This factor is
considered a most imt one affg the competition between nuclei generated in grains of different
orientation.
Stored energy of deformation in low-coon steel is responsible for a sequence of nucleation events which
according to Dillamore [4] and Hutchinson [5] correspond to the following relationship between the stored
energy of deformation of different texture CCmlXments.

U (II0)<II0>

U (lll)<UVW>

U (211)<011>

U (100)<011>

Dillamore [4] has pointed out that the variation of stored energy is related to a variation of the Taylor factor,
therefore, this factor was used by us to calculate the energy stored in various texture components.
An exemplary topographic representation of the stored energy in 70% cold rolled low-carben steel is
represented/n Fig.l acconiing to the texture data given in Table I.

Iegend

Figure An example of an energy map showing how texture and the misorientation inside of the grain affects
the energy distribution.
Such an energy map is searched out using Monte-Carlo technique to identify the area of the deformed metal
where the highest energy of deformat/on is stored and where high local misorientation between subgrains exists;
these places are then considered to be potential nucleation sims.
There arc also other factors introduced to simulate the nucleation behaviour. The first one is the level of
analysis (LA) which is to account for the nucleation incubation period. The level decreases with time, and new
tcxmrc smm to nucleate only when the local sorcd energy is lower than the level of analysis. If LA is zero,
all texture components start to nucleate right at the beginning with a steady nucleation rate. If LA is not equal
to zero the textures nucleate one after another according to the energy stored in each grain.
Another parameter, the transition band level, is introduced to simulate the nucleation at the transition bands.
If the flip occurs, the stored energy of the site is set to zero and the question arises about what will be the
new orientation of the site. The answer to this question will determine the texture developed in the nucleation
stage. For low-carlton steel, it has been assumed that the grain boundary sites have the same orientation as the
deformed matrix while for the internal sites there is a random selection of the new orientation among the
orientations which are introduced in the simulation. This assumption agrees with the extents [7] which
demonstrated that the nuclei at transition bands often have random orientation.
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Abundance of various texture components in low-cad>on steel rolled 70%.

Texture

{100}(011)

Abundance

1 g

{112}<011)

30

(111}(011)

20

{111)<211)

15

{011}<011>

5

Random

5

Associated orientations

to 15

in 5 groups

Random
Random

5

Following these principles we simulate the kinetic of nucleadesh topological evolution of the microstmcture
and texture evolution.
There arc several parameters which effect the simulation; for instance, the transition band level, the grain
size and the previous deformation. These parameters affect the distribution of nucleation sites and therefore
influence dsc simulation by changing a probability of nucleation within the grain and also at the grain boundary.
Various simulations were performed to determine the effect of model parameters on the population of nuclei
in various classes. Fig.2 summarizes the topological results of simulation and allows us to make several
observations about the importance of various parameters on distribution of nucleation sites.

Figure 2 Analysis of nucleation sites. The population of the three classes are presented for different critical
size of nuclei (5,20 and 50) and two microstmctares, one with 18 sites per grain and another with 45 sites per
grain.
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Typical microstructurc illustratins thc distribution of nucleating sites in thc de,formed matrix is prcscntcd
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nucleation sites.

An exemplary texture developed during nucleation stage in cold rolled 70% steel is given in Fig.4.

Figure 4 Result of simulatim of nucleation of various texture canponcnts in low-cadx)n steel.

The high energy ccatpenents of tcxm form the fiat nuclei in the deformed microstmcture. Such nuclei
will start growing at the expmse of other grains and this will affect the development of texture. The domination
of the nucleation sites at the grain boundary leads to a retention c texture rep in the defonned matrix.

favour the textures which are only weakly tclaesented in the deformed matrix. The nucleation at the transition
bands favour the develolxnent of textures only weakly represented in the defonned steel, and/s for/nstance
respcmible for an increase in (I I0) texture components.
The texture dcveloIent illustrated by the results obtained fo low-cadxm steel gives mlts which are very
s’nnilar to cues reported by Hutchimon. This type of Monte-Carlo simulation of nucleation of texture will be
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TEXTURE DEVELOPMENT DURING GRAIN GROWTH
A Mimic-Carlo simulatim technique has been examded o model the grain grove. "I’ne growth tasists of
a sequence of anlS to tearieat sites, the sutxzss of which is determined by whether the aaditiam imposed
by the eaetO of the
baaada am s.
and were obta/ned us/ng a limited experhncntal knowledge the subject.
In order to determine the grain boundary enersy, we analyze the neishbourhood of the chosen site up to the
n" order and add the cenuibm/om from each e2ementa bounda’ between the analyzed site and its ne/shbours,
VPOT (aiaj). The srain boundao’ eneq, E, can be expressed by the formula:

VT () (/()

)

whcr a is a spin of th aualyz
i, md a is the spin of the ncighbour site.
description of th energy
hnplim that if VPOT (a,a) 0, both gntins hav the sme orieattion. If for instmc th growth of orientation
"a" venus orientation o" is favcumi, thin VPOT (a,b) must b lms than VPOT Co,a).
Th simulticu of recrystalliztio txtum rluires the use of two different procedure, o for the nucleation
to recrystallized grains only
and one for the grain growth. The grain boundary concept which originally
has been extended to ueat all sites.
Following that, for the grain botmda between me deformed state and another defonned state, no motion
is expected. Similarly, the deformed state cannot grow at the expense of the mw.lei and, the deformed matrix
cannot be consumed by the 7stallized grains.
Such a link between the nucleation and grain growth allows us to follow both processes simultaneously.
The growth rate depends on several factors and can be changed using growth parmneter which is a ratio between
the nucleation rate and the growth rate. This parameter allows us to assign various levels of impommce to
different processes of texture developmeat during recwstallizatim.
The final result of the texture simulation is illustrated in Fig.5 where evolution of texture in low-carbon steel
annealing is shown. A development of a strong (111) comtmuent is observed while the (112) and (100) texture
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Figure 5 Texture development obtained daring simulation of recrystallization in low-cadxm steeL
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CONCLUSIONS
Trandormation of texture during annealing is being imulated by modelling the procegse of nucleation and
grain growth. The framework of imulation described above can be used to model the texture deent
aczording to the orimted nucleation theory and to the theo of the oriented gmwlh ag well The oriented
nucleation themy is modelled by deleting all texture related differences from the grain boun energy table.
This remits in oontinutm nuzJeation and final saturation of all ite. The oriented growth theory is modelled
by assuming a random orientation distribution of nuclei and by assigning the same stored energy to each texture
componenl.

The determination of the grain boundmy energy or mobility in polyzrystalline nmteriah which have to be
ued in growth simulation i a rather difficult task since the themetical gedictiom for polycrystalline materiah
are not yet of any praefi value, and experimental data are rather uncertain and incomplete.
Similarly the selection of the loatim of the nudeatitm sites and their orientations could be made more
realistic if the simulation h made for matefiah having well-known structure.
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